Who is vsRisk for?
Organisations of all sizes that need to conduct an information security risk assessment. These are usually conducted by IT managers, IT risk managers, security analysts, CIO/CISOs or heads/directors of IT.

What does vsRisk do?
Fully aligned with ISO 27001, vsRisk helps you deliver fast, accurate and hassle-free risk assessments. It eliminates the need to use spreadsheets, which are prone to user input errors and can be difficult to set up and maintain. With vsRisk, you can produce consistent, robust and reliable risk assessments year after year.

Easy to use
As part of the fast setup process within vsRisk, set your risk acceptance criteria and adjust the scales that measure the likelihood and impact of individual risks. You can then identify risks by selecting assets, threats and vulnerabilities, and applying controls to reduce the risk to an acceptable level. The interactive dashboard provides a quick summary of the risk assessment and the progress made.

Geared for repeatability
Repeat your risk assessment year after year with ease. Because vsRisk doesn’t rely on spreadsheets, which can easily become corrupted or unwieldy, you can conduct your risk assessment using exactly the same parameters as before. For users working with multiple information security management systems (ISMSs), you can duplicate an existing ISMS to use as the basis for a new one.

Aligned with ISO 27001

Streamlined and accurate
Created by ISO 27001 experts Alan Calder and Steve Watkins, the sample risk assessment contains sample risks assets and controls. Using it as a template, you can further reduce the time and effort spent on your risk assessment. Streamline your information risk assessment process and produce robust risk assessments with vsRisk.

Generate auditable reports
vsRisk can generate six audit-ready reports, including the Statement of Applicability and a risk treatment plan. Export, edit and share these reports across the business and with auditors.

Optional built-in ISO 27001 Documentation Toolkit
vsRisk integrates with ITGP’s ISO 27001 Documentation Toolkit, which provides a complete set of easy-to-use, customisable and fully ISO 27001-compliant documentation templates that can be applied as evidence of the controls that have been implemented.

“Compared to Excel, vsRisk has an easy-to-use interface. The assessment scales and the risk acceptance criteria are an easy-to-understand and visual way to present risks to the people. vsRisk is a great way to manage and report your risks and present the acceptance criteria to the board for eventual sign-off.” – James Ellis
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